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Our journey 
 

In the autumn of 1999 Willie and I decided it was time we took a foreign holiday together. 
We agreed that Venice and Florence should be our destinations. A friend employed in the 
hotel industry in London agreed to manage all the bookings for us. I was then working in the 
Boole Library at University College, Cork, spending Monday to Friday in a shared flat at 
Wilton in Cork and returning home to County Waterford at weekends. I decided that I could 
pick up Willie in Dungarvan on the Sunday night, that we could spend that night in the flat, 
fly out on the Monday morning, fly back on the Friday of the following week, and thence 
home.  

Our friend Seán Ó Criadáin, who had lived in Italy, was not very reassuring. “Venice at 
this time of the year? Storms and rain, lad, storms and rain.” 

Our London friend booked our flights from Cork to Stansted and thence to Treviso 
Airport, where we would continue by train to Venice – and eventually back again. However, 
after he had managed to do that, there was an ominous silence. Eventually, after some 
chivvying from me, he informed me that he was suffering from multiple sclerosis and had 
done nothing. However, he did get round to booking us into a hotel in Venice at £100 a night 
– a huge sum for us impoverished and very inexperienced travellers. He did nothing about 
Florence, but assured us that we would have no trouble booking accommodation there once 
we got to Venice. How wrong he was! 

And so, on Monday 20 September, we flew from Cork to Stansted, which was then a small 
airport and comparatively informal. While we were waiting for our connecting flight a bird 
flew down and landed on my shoulder to be fed with crumbs. Then on to Treviso and by train 
to Venezia Santa Lucia, where we were disgorged onto the quayside. We were very late and 
by now exhausted; it was dark, and it was raining as Seán had warned us. Moreover, I had 
only told Willie that we were going to Florence, so when we debouched onto what was 
obviously the Grand Canal in Venice, he was quite astonished. 

We caught the vaporetto to St Mark’s Square, dragged ourselves and our cases off, and 
went in search of our hotel. It was acqua alta and we had to squelch along on duckboards. 
The square was deserted except for a few scurrying figures. I was so angry that I privately 
decided that we would get the first plane home in the morning. 

Eventually we met someone who had actually heard of the Hotel All’Angelo. This good 
man turned around to lead us through the square and into a side street, pointing eventually to 
an illuminated angel in the distance. There was no sign of life and the rain was still teeming 
down. However, we found a side door from which shone a light; we rang a bell, the door 
opened as if by a miracle, and we staggered into the hotel vestibule. We were just in time: the 
porter was about to close up for the night. Yes, announced the receptionist, we were indeed 
booked into a double room. It was on the second floor, and there was no lift. We hauled our 
cases up several flights of stairs and across a landing which looked as if the last object 
dragged across it had been a body, and unlocked the door into a large room. We had arrived! 

After that, no time was lost in drying ourselves off, unpacking the essentials, flopping into 
a dry and comfortable bed, and drifting into a deep sleep. 
 
 
 
Exploring Venice 
 

Next morning we were awoken by the tolling of a great bell and the shouts of boatmen 
unloading stores several storeys beneath us – for we were on a corner where two canals met, 
and within a few hundred metres of St Mark’s Basilica. Sunlight streamed through our 
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window. It was breathtaking! We were captivated by the magic of Venice, and the spell has 
never left us since. 

We discovered that our hotel was… unusual. For one thing, it was under repair, and if you 
were unwise enough to attempt to use the lift (there was at least a lift-shaft) you would find 
yourself plunged into murky waters far below. The names on the public rooms did not always 
correspond with what actually happened in them, and breakfast, which was served in an 
unmarked room, was pretty basic.  

Secondly, the pictures on the walls were not mere reproductions but original works of art, 
often signed and dated by some very famous people such as Matisse, Braque and Picasso. For 
the All’Angelo had been a haunt of artists staying for the Bienniale, and if they couldn’t pay 
their bills they would leave a work of art instead. (For this reason, the restaurant was 
fashionable and expensive and we didn’t eat there.) 

Venice has been the subject of a vast amount of literature and there’s no need for me to 
add to it. I’ll just say that on our first day we visited the Doge’s Palace, where we were 
awestruck by the Chamber of the Great Council (especially by Tintoretto’s Il Paradiso, the 
longest canvas painting in the world), and refused to be intimidated by a dragon lady 
frequently roaring: “NO FLESH!!!” (i.e., don’t take flash photos). 

From there we hadn’t far to go to the Museo Correr which, thanks to a recent 
rearrangement, we could visit with the same ticket. Its founder had evidently been an 
insatiable collector, and later generations have added copiously to his hoard, providing a 
gulp-worthy introduction to the history and art of Venice. 

Next day we proceeded to the Accademia, where you can wallow in pre-nineteenth-
century Venetian art to your heart’s content. We have been back several times since then, and 
it remains our favourite museum in the city. Then on to the Frari, Venice’s largest church. 
Plenty more art here, including Donatello’s St John the Baptist (somewhat different from his 
David in Florence’s Bargello!): his earliest Venetian work and painted in golden polychrome 
on wood in 1438. The funerary monuments, including those of Titian, Canova and divers 
doges, vary from the resplendent to the vulgar. 

 

                                   Donatello: Saint John the Baptist 
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Santa Lucia 
 

By now we were quite at home in the city, well used to the geography, the landmarks, the 
atmosphere, and the unique light on which so many writers have commented. An evening 
stroll round St Mark’s Square while listening to the orchestras generally produced some bad 
language from me if we heard the Radetzky March, considering the nasty things that he and 
his army had done to the Veneto in 1848. And we had learned to avoid the main tourist 
restaurants, seeking sustenance at lesser known hostelries on smaller canals. 

But I was continually haunted by our London friend’s failure to find us accommodation in 
Florence. The prospect of a long search for a place we could afford was daunting. A visit to 
the tourist office in Venice did not help: the job of the staff was to promote Venice, not to 
assist a rival tourist destination. Eventually, they reluctantly condescended to phone a few 
places for us – but none would take a booking without details of our credit cards. We did not 
have such things, being naïvely dependent on our supply of travellers’ cheques and lire. And 
in those primitive days it was almost impossible to obtain more money from your bank 
without prior arrangement.  

The issue was still unresolved when on Day Three we gloomily headed for the railway 
station. As we were in for a long wait before our train left, I sat and wrote postcards while 
Willie went off to explore the locality. After a while the postcards were all written and Willie 
returned to say that he had discovered a most interesting church where Mass had just finished 
and devotees were filing past the body of a saint and leaving written petitions behind the high 
altar. It all sounded worth investigating and there was still plenty of time before our train left, 
so we now reversed roles, with Willie writing postcards while I went off to see the church. 

It is the church of San Jeremia but is now far better known as the final resting-place of 
Saint Lucy (Santa Lucia) – one of the most popular saints of the Christian Church (Roman 
Catholic, Orthodox and Anglican).  

Lucy was the only child of rich parents in Syracuse, Sicily, where she was born in A.D. 
283. On her father’s death when she was aged five she inherited his wealth, and on reaching 
adulthood she converted to Christianity, told her mother that she would remain a virgin, and 
announced that she would distribute all her wealth to the poor. Mamma, however, was having 
none of that and betrothed her to an ambitious pagan gentleman. When her fiancé discovered 
what Lucy was up to, he denounced her to the governor (it was now A.D. 304 and the 
Emperor Diocletian was busy dealing drastically with Christians). When she refused to make 
a pagan sacrifice she was condemned to be gang-raped in a brothel – BUT when the guards 
came to take her away she remained rooted to the spot and could not be moved. Bundles of 
wood were heaped around her and set alight – BUT they would not burn. After several other 
attempts had been made to kill her, her eyes were gouged out as punishment for her witness 
to the Faith, and she was polished off with a sword. 

Until Pope Gregory’s calendar reforms, her feast-day on 13 December was the shortest 
day of the year, after which the days become brighter, so she is the Bringer of Light (Lucia = 
lux / luce).  Frequently depicted in art, she can easily be identified by the fact that she is 
gazing (somewhat improbably) at her own eyes which she holds in a bowl. She is the patron 
saint of sufferers from eye disease, and also of authors, cutlers, glaziers, labourers, martyrs, 
peasants, saddlers, salesmen, stained glass workers, and also of Perugia and (of course) 
Syracuse. She is invoked against haemorrhages, dysentery, diseases of the eye, and throat 
infections. 

Her greatly-prized relics have done quite a lot of travelling, ending up (appropriately) on 
the site of the present railway station in Venice. When the station was built in 1860 her 
church was demolished and she was transferred to San Jeremia close by. 
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A modern devotional image of Saint Lucy 
 
When I entered the church, Mass had finished and the only other (living) occupant was a 

disconsolate old man who was going round drearily and wiping off dust with a cloth. There, 
at the high altar, was the young saint in a glass case, her dainty feet peeping out from beneath 
her robe, which discreetly covered her head as well. I went round behind the altar, and there, 
sure enough, was a large pile of papers on which devotees had written their pleas for her 
intercession. 

Before I left the church I knelt at the back to say a prayer, and on impulse I addressed the 
saint with my own petition: “For God’s sake, Saint Lucy, will you please find us somewhere 
to stay in Florence?” 

And then… the incredible happened. She gently raised her hand and waved her 
handkerchief to me in reassurance that I had been heard. 

The hairs really did stand up on the back of my neck and I felt my heart pounding, even 
while my brain told me: “This girl has been dead for seventeen hundred years. What you are 
seeing is impossible.”  

And then I realised what had happened. The caretaker was standing out of sight behind the 
glass case, which he was wiping with his cloth… 

You may laugh – but read on! 
 
 
 
Arrival in Florence 
 

When we debouched from our train at the central station in Florence our hearts sank, for 
there was a vast crowd milling round in apparent bewilderment. Near the exit was a large 
sign advertising accommodation, but our hearts sank even farther at the sight of the very long 
queue in front of it. We gloomily joined it, standing behind a pretty Japanese girl.  
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A brash young man was going up and down the queue announcing: “You want 
accommodation in Florence? Well, it’s very hard to find. So come to my hotel” – et cetera. 
On catching sight of the Japanese girl he proceeded unashamedly to chat her up: “Hello, I am 
Lorenzo – they call me Lorenzo the Magnificent. In the evenings I play in a group in the 
piazza near here. You come in the evening and we will have a coffee. Here is my card.” 
However, the signorina remained unimpressed, even embarrassed. 

Having nothing better to do, I commented: “Well done, Lorenzo the Magnificent. I give 
you ten out of ten for trying!” 

“What do you mean?” he retorted. “Who are you? What do you want?” 
I explained that we could not afford a hotel and were looking for a humble pensione. 
“Hey, Francesco!” called our new benefactor, and a small elderly man scurried up. An 

intense conversation followed. Then Lorenzo turned to us: “This is Francesco. He says he has 
a room in his pensione which is not far from here.” 

A deal was done, Francesco grabbed our bags and set off at a rapid pace. We scampered 
after him without even having time to thank Lorenzo.  

Ignoring traffic and crowds, Francesco scuttled along streets great and small before 
arriving at Via Faenza 21, which announced itself as The Katti House. For the next week it 
was our happy home in Florence. Saint Lucy had kept her promise. 

The Katti House provided us with a comfortable room at a very reasonable rate. To add to 
our appreciation it had a panaderia on one side, which sold delicious fresh bread, and a 
gelateria on the other. What more could one ask for? 

The one disadvantage was that there was only one bathroom, and the next room seemed to 
contain an indeterminate number of Japanese girls. We had to be up early every morning, 
because once they had taken over the bathroom there was no dislodging them. 
 
 
San Lorenzo 
 

Next morning we visited our local church, the Basilica of San Lorenzo. Rather plain from 
the outside, it is one of the largest and oldest churches in Florence, fascinating in its 
architecture and replete with works of art (Donatello, Filippo Lippi, Verrocchio…). It was 
also the family chapel of the Medici and contains monuments to divers Cosimos, 
Ferdinandos, Giulianos, Lorenzos…  

 

 
 

Il Beato Nicolas Steno (Niels Steenson) 
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But the most fascinating memorial (to me, at any rate) was that of Niels Steenson (1638-
1686). This amazing man was a Danish Lutheran scientist, a pioneer in the study of anatomy, 
palaeontology, geology and stratigraphy, who ended up as Catholic Archbishop of Florence 
and is revered as a saint (he was beatified by Pope John Paul II in 1989).  

Il Beato Nicolas Steno (as he is called in Italian) evidently has an enthusiastic local 
following, for at the foot of his tomb are piles of papers calling for his intercession on many 
matters. We read some, which are touching for their total trust in the power of their multi-
talented patron. San Lorenzo became my favourite Florentine church and we have always 
tried to include it on our subsequent visits. After admission charges to churches were 
introduced we had only to arrive at the side door and snap “Nicolas Steno” to be granted free 
admission. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Top: the entrance to the Bargello; bottom: the Ponte Vecchio 
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Florence 
 

My comment about the vast amount of literature available for Venice applies also to 
Florence, so I will spare the reader a detailed account of our peregrinations and of our “oohs” 
and “aahs”. We toured the Bargello and gazed in adoration at Donatello’s David. We 
attended a free concert on our second evening. We explored the Uffizi Gallery, the Palazzo 
Pitti and the Boboli Gardens. On Sunday we went to Mass in the Cathedral, and in the 
afternoon visited the Accademia, by which time we were so exhausted that we fell asleep on 
a bench in front of Michelangelo’s David; I awoke to find that my head was resting on 
Willie’s shoulder and that a group of tourists had turned their back on the world’s most 
famous statue and were photographing us. We went to the Palazzo Vecchio, Orsanmichele 
and the Medici Chapels (did the Medici ladies really need quite so many relics?), and 
shopped for souvenirs. 

One afternoon we wandered into a large park and sat down at a fountain. Willie, looking 
round, muttered darkly to me, “I think this is a gay pick-up area.” I took no notice, but shortly 
afterwards a group of youths passed close to us. They began an animated discussion among 
themselves, then two approached us while the rest walked on. 

“Hello. You English? You American? How you like Florence?” they enquired 
endearingly. 

Willie sat transfixed. 
Abruptly I stood up and dragged him to his feet. 
“Come on,” I said, “we’re getting out of here.” And so we did. 
I felt rather guilty at not having been able to make an appropriately polite comment 

declining the boys’ charming invitation for… whatever. 
In the next street a pretty little girl was walking home from school with her mother. As we 

passed them she suddenly turned and spat copiously at Willie’s feet. 
“LUCREZIA!!!” admonished her mother loudly. 
I collapsed with laughter, relieved that the tension from the incident in the park was over. 
But there is one episode of our week in Florence that remains in my mind above all 

others… 
 
 
 
San Miniato al Monte 
 

San Miniato was an Armenian general in the army of the Emperor Decius, which in the 
year 250 was camped outside Florence. Perceiving the error of his ways, he converted to 
Christianity, resigned his commission and withdrew to a hill near the city where he lived as a 
hermit. The Emperor, miffed at this lack of respect, ordered him to sacrifice to the pagan 
gods, which he stalwartly refused to do. He was then cast into a furnace, pelted with rocks, 
and thrown into the amphitheatre to be eaten by lions – from all of which torments he 
amazingly emerged unscathed. The Emperor then had him beheaded (somewhere near the 
present Piazza della Signoria) – but he calmly picked up his head and walked off back to his 
hermitage. 

Understandably, this soon became a place of pilgrimage. Today it is the site of a 
Romanesque basilica, one of the finest in Tuscany and perhaps the most spectacular church in 
Florence. The monks in the adjacent monastery make famous liqueurs, honey, and herbal 
teas, which they sell from their shop. 

It was a long walk from the Katti House, across the Arno, and through the gardens 
adjoining the Boboli, until we eventually arrived at the foot of the monte, from which a steep 
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series of steps leads your eyes up to the marble façade of the basilica. It was not the quickest 
route, but it was certainly the most picturesque. 
 

 
 

Abbazia di San Miniato al Monte, Florence 
 

Taking our time, we began the ascent: a pilgrim route marked by the stations of the cross 
on the way up. It was deserted except for one solitary figure coming down. As he approached 
I noticed that there was something very odd about his appearance, especially his old-
fashioned clothes and hat. As we met, he stopped us and asked for the quickest way back to 
Florence. I brought out my map, showed him the way we had come and commended it as the 
most scenic, but also pointed out the direct route to the Arno and on to the nearest bridge. 

He thanked me profusely, then examined me intently and said (I translate loosely from the 
Italian): 

“You are a good man. You will go straight to Heaven. First, however, you will return for 
your next life on earth – as a lion.” 

“Why a lion?” I enquired. I didn’t feel at all lion-like. 
“Because lions have long manes,” he replied. “You are going bald, and your loss of hair 

troubles you.” 
How could he have known that I was going bald? I was wearing a cap against the sun. Or 

that I was sensitive about my hair loss? 
“But I don’t feel like a lion,” I protested.  
He looked at me closely again. 
“No,” he said, “you are right. Maybe not a lion. You will be a dolphin.” 
“Yes, a dolphin,” I replied. (I like dolphins.) “But how about my friend? What will he 

be?” 
He studied Willie for a long time, and to prompt him I said flippantly: 

“A snake, maybe? Or… a dragon?” 
“No,” he said seriously. “he will be a giraffe.” 
I thought: Well, there is something giraffe-like about Willie – graceful and dignified. 
“And you” – he turned to Willie – “when you reach the top of the monte, you will be able 

to throw away your glasses, for you will have perfect sight.” 
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We said our farewells and passed on our way. 
A minute or two later, after puffing past several more stations of the cross, I suddenly 

thought: “Hey, if I’m to be a dolphin and Willie is to be a giraffe, how will we ever meet 
again?” 

I turned round to protest. 
But the man had vanished! 
On both sides there were high fences protecting private dwellings of the rich – and a cat 

sanctuary. There was nowhere he could have gone.  
After that, it was a bit of an anti-climax to reach the top and find the church crammed with 

tourists who had come the easy way by car and bus. But it was magnificent. 
And Willie did take off his glasses and was about to throw them away when he found to 

his disappointment that his eyesight had not improved. Perhaps we should have tried Saint 
Lucy instead. 
 
 
Venice again 
 

After six days in Florence we set off for Venice again – not forgetting at the station to 
bring Magnificent Lorenzo a box of chocolates and thank him for his help. On arrival, back 
to the Hotel All’Angelo.  

Continuing our sightseeing, we ascended the Campanile by lift and admired the view from 
the top. We entered the Basilica of San Marco and were appalled at the disrespect shown by 
tour groups and their guides. And as lunchtime approached we entered the Museo Diocesano. 

Situated right behind St Mark’s Square, this museum is located in the former monastery of 
St Apollonia (one of my birthday saints and another victim of the Decian persecution, being 
martyred by having her teeth torn out and thereby becoming the patron saint of dentists and 
their patients). The monastic cloister is the oldest in Venice. The museum is small but 
fascinating, at least to enthusiasts of sacred iconography like ourselves. It houses an 
impressive collection of liturgical objects, vestments, paintings, sculptures and silver from 
churches now closed or destroyed. In recent years, long since our visit, it has put on display 
its collection of “dressed Madonnas”, my first experience of which was in the museum of 
Ostuni many years later. 

When we emerged, the schools were disgorging their pupils for lunch break. We found 
ourselves being followed by two young boys, one of whom was determined to practise his 
limited command of English on us. I was equally determined to practise my limited command 
of Italian on him. We formally introduced ourselves. His name was Gianmarco (I can’t 
remember the name of his companion). We went along chatting amid much laughter over our 
respective linguistic blunders, then we bought them a gelato each, shook hands, and we went 
on our respective ways. (Those were more innocent days.) 
 
The Ghetto 
 

During the afternoon we wandered through the Cannaregio sestiere, arriving eventually at 
the Ghetto. It consists of two parts – the Vecchio (actually the newer) and the Nuovo (the 
older, of course). There are shops, residences, and five synagogues, several of which can be 
visited (as we did on a later trip).  

I was particularly struck by two war memorials.  
The first was a large monument on the wall of one of the synagogues. It was a typical 

memorial to the fallen of the Great War, in this case to the Jewish inhabitants of the Ghetto 
who had fought and died in the years when Italy was (of course) on the side of the Allies. 
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The second was an even larger monument on a wall in the Campo del Ghetto Nuovo. It 
contained many, many names. Beside it was a plaque that read starkly: 

 

 
 

1939–1945 
Two hundred Jews from Venice, 
eight hundred Jews from Italy, 
six million Jews from Europe 

were chased out, tortured, suppressed 
because of blind barbarian hatred 

in distant lands. 
The memory of this most atrocious offence 

to human civilization 
calls all men 

to God’s holy law, 
to the feelings of fraternity and love 

that Israel was first to affirm among the people. 
 

While I was digesting this an old woman came up to me and began to pour out her story. 
When northern Italy had been occupied by the Germans in 1943, the Jews of the Ghetto had 
wisely sent their children (including herself) to live with sympathetic friends in the 
countryside. In 1944 the Nazis moved into the Ghetto and deported the inhabitants to 
Auschwitz. None survived. After the war the children returned. This woman, by then aged 
sixteen, was the only child old enough to help the authorities reconstruct the population of the 
ghetto as it had been before the Holocaust. 

Hers was a heart-rending story. 
 
 
The Return 
 

Next day we returned to Cork. When we arrived it was dark. It was also cold. And very 
wet. Miserably we dragged our cases out of the terminal through the rain and up the winding 
path to the (open-air) aptly-named Remote Car Park. We packed them and ourselves into the 
car and set off for my flat in Wilton. 

BUT… the barrier at the exit was down and the toll-booth unmanned (oops, unpersoned). 
A small notice informed me that I should have checked my ticket and paid the car park fee at 
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a machine near the exit from the terminal. (Such things are the norm nowadays but they 
certainly weren’t in 1999.) I had no choice but to trudge back through the rain. 

By now in a fury, I decided to take a short cut and ran through the dark across the grass, 
not realising that this involved a sharp drop down a steep slope. Suddenly I seemed to be 
walking on air. Then I landed on the wet grass, slithered down the slope, and fell splat on my 
face. Instinctively, to protect myself, I put out my right arm – and that is what I landed on, 
cracking at least two ribs in the process. 

Somewhat to my surprise, the machine did accept my ticket, I paid my fee, staggered all 
the way back to the car – and we proceeded to Wilton. I had left the keys of the flat behind so 
that the previous occupant of my room could use it while we were away. Relieved that our 
troubles were over at last, I rang the bell of the flat and waited for her to welcome us in. Then 
I rang again. And again. An ominous silence was the only response – it was Friday evening, 
she was out socialising, and she had forgotten all about us. 

So there we were, locked out of the flat – exhausted, cold, soaking, and in my case 
covered in mud and in agony from my cracked ribs (I mustn’t exaggerate - actually they only 
hurt when I breathed). There was nothing for it but to drive on to Dungarvan and for me to 
spend the night at Willie’s house – where we eventually arrived, dried and cleaned ourselves, 
and collapsed into a deep sleep. 
  
 
  Afterthought 
 

If only, I felt, I had been able to speak Italian more fluently during our holiday rather than 
just blundering along, how much richer our experience might have been. I could have reacted 
in a more courteous fashion to the youths in the park, saying the equivalent of: “Thanks, lads, 
but we’re not interested.” I could have complimented Lucrezia on her prowess at spitting. I 
could have conversed more genially with Gianmarco and his friend. Above all, I could have 
quizzed the old woman in the Ghetto for further details of her story. 

And so, a few years later, I joined the Società Dante Alighieri in Cork, took Italian 
lessons, and passed my exams. 
 
 
Epilogue 
 

In 2002 we returned to Venice, and among other things we revisited the Ghetto and did the 
guided tour of one of the synagogues. There was no sign of the old woman. Our rather fierce 
lady guide took firm charge of our group of about a dozen. The tour was fascinating, but I 
noticed that there was no mention of the Holocaust – it had been airbrushed out of the history 
of the Venetian Ghetto.  

To my surprise, we were the only Gentiles in the group and the only non-Americans. The 
questions of our companions were treated with contempt.  

“What? Where did you learn this nonsense?” 
“Um … it says so in the guidebook.” 
“That book is no good. Throw it away.” 
I seemed to be the only person asking questions our guide considered sensible, so we were 

treated with some respect. At the end I told her of our encounter with the old woman and 
asked if she was still alive. 

“Hah!” retorted the guide scornfully. “That is old Teresina. She pesters all the tourists with 
her stories.” 

And that was that.  


